
USER GUIDE 
Please read the User Guide carefully before



Safety & Warnings
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WARNING This electrical grill contains a heating function. Use with caution as 
surfaces can become very hot. Only use the intended handles and surfaces when 
touching the appliance. Heat protection such as gloves are recommended.

When a symbol is displayed, it means "Caution: Hot surface".
Ensure the surface has cooled down before touching it. 

Please keep the warranty, sales receipt, User Guide and if possible all packaging 
for the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™.

Children must be supervised when using the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™. 
Keep the Grill safe and away from children. Take care to ensure that no cables hang down. 

Before operating this appliance, read this User Guide carefully . 

Before cleaning and when not in use, unplug the device from the power supply. 
The appliance is not intended to be operated using an external timer or separate 
remote-control system. 

Do not use the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ if the appliance or power cord is damaged. 
Stop using immediately and contact Kleva Range®

Keep the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ and power cord away from water.

Never use the appliance outdoors.

Place the appliance on a flat, stable heat-resistant and splash-proof surface where 
it cannot fall. 

Make sure that your hands are dry when you touch the appliance, the power cord 
or the plug. 

The appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with 
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge 
if they have been given instructions on using the appliance in a safe way and understand 
the hazards involved. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user 
maintenance shall not be made by children unless they are older than 8 years and 
are supervised. 

Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children less than 8 years.
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Additional Safety Information 

NOTE  This appliance is rated 1500 watts and should be the only appliance 
operating on the circuit. The plug must be plugged into an outlet which is properly 
installed.

WARNING  The Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ includes a short power 
supply cord to reduce the risk of damage from tripping or tangling. 
If an extension cord is necessary it must be placed so that it does not drape over 
a counter, table or similar where it can be tripped over or pulled on.
The marked rating of the extension cord must be equal to or greater than the 
rating of this appliance. The electrical rating is listed on the bottom of this unit.

This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar environment such as : 

Sta� kitchen areas in shops, o�ices, and other working environments.
Farmhouses.
By clients in hotels, motels, and other residential type environments.
Bed and breakfast type environments.

Over View
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Upper Plate 
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Setting Up

Carefully unpack the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ and remove all packaging materials.

Place the Grill on a smooth, flat surface and make sure it is close to a power outlet.

Open the Flavour Grill™ lid and wipe the cooking plates and outside of the appliance 
with a soft, damp cloth until all clean. Caution: Never submerge the Kleva QuickTime 
Flavour Grill™ in water or any other liquid.

Close the Grill Lid and plug the power cord into a secure wall power outlet.

Pre-heat the Kleva Flavour Grill™ for 6 – 10 minutes. You may notice some smoke 
coming from the Grill, but do not worry this is normal.

Coat the cooking plates with a little bit of oil and you are ready to start cooking!

WARNING  Do not submerge the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ in water or 
any type of liquid. To clean wipe the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ with a clean, 
damp cloth. Do not use any harsh or abrasive cleaners on any part of the 
Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™.

NOTE:  Opening the grill into the 180 degrees butterfly grill position
The hinge is flexible and has a wide range of movement – This is normal
The hinge must be lifted up high to avoid wear and tear on the hinge it will rub 
away if the lift is not performed correctly. (see PAGE 4 for more info)

NOTE:   
The TIMER KNOB is not a temperature control
you CANNOT control or change the temperature, 
the Quicktime Flavour Grill™ heats up to 210º 
temperature for you.

NOTE:   
The TEMPERATURE BUTTONS Turn ON/OFF 
Grills independently
You CAN control if the heat is on, Both the upper 
plate, bottom plate or both at the same time. The 
heat control buttons are shown on the diagram 
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Opening To Butterfly Position

To Open Your Quicktime Grill Into The Butterfly Position Please 
Follow The Below Steps:
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Step 4:   
Rotate The Upper 
plate down into the 
open butterfly 
position. 

Step 5:   
Your Quicktime Flavour 
Grill™ is now ready to 
cook in the open 180 
degrees butterfly grill 
position.

Step 2:   
Rotate the Upper Plate 
from a closed position 
into a vertical upright 
position. 

Step 3:   
Lift the Upper plate 
straight up until the 
triangle mechanism is 
fully lifted. 

Step 1:   
Place your Grill on a 
flat surface in the 
closed position. 

When opening the grill up to 180 º 
always make sure the triangle hinge 
mechanism has been fully lifted 
upwards until it is away from the 
bottom grill plate. This process must 
be followed at all times to avoid wear 
on the hinge.
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NOTE:  Opening the grill into 
the 180 degrees butterfly grill 
position, the hinge is flexible and 
has a wide range of movement. 
This is normal

NOTE:  The hinge must always  
be lifted up high to avoid wear 
and tear on the hinge, if not 
performed correctly it will rub 
away and cause damage to the 
mechanism.
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Operation

Hints & Tips

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Place the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ on a stable, flat surface near a power outlet.

Close the Grill lid and plug the power cord into a wall socket.

Adjust the Timer Control knob to the required cooking time. (Timer Range: 0 – 60 minutes)

The Indicator light will turn Red when the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ is powered 
on and preheating.

Allow 6 – 10 minutes for the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ to properly preheat. 
When ready to use the Indicator light will turn Green.

During the cooking process the Green light may turn on and o�, this will show that 
the correct temperature is being maintained.

When first using the Flavour Grill™ make sure to keep checking your food while 
it cooks, to help learn the best cooking times for each meal.

Remember the flavour grill has dual heating plates that are individually controlled 
so you can turn one plate o� and have the other one still cooking. This is great to 
use when wanting to crisp the top of dishes in the deep pan such as pizza, bakes 
and pies.

Although both Cooking plates have Greblon C3 non-stick coating, it is recommended 
to add a small amount of cooking oil when frying, roasting or cooking.

Remember your flavour grill can be used both in the closed position and the 180 
degree open position to allow for versatile cooking options.

Once your food has finished cooking and the timer has run out, the 
Flavour Grill™ will retain heat for up to 30 minutes to keep your meal warm
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Cleaning & Care

When finished using the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ unplug the power cord from 
the wall outlet and allow it to completely cool.

To avoid discolouration, stains and oil or food build up, ensure you clean the Grill and 
cooking plates after each use.

When cleaning the inside and outside of the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ use a clean, 
soapy cloth or sponge and mild detergent if needed.

Wipe the Flavour Grill™ with a damp cloth and dry thoroughly.

To remove stubborn marks and stains, make sure to use a non-stick safe scrubber or 
cleaning tool. Do Not use any abrasive cleaning agents, scouring pads, steel wool or 
rough cleaning tools on the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™.

The Bottom Cooking plate can be removed for cleaning and placed in the dishwasher.

Do Not submerge the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™  in 
water or any type of liquid. 

NOTE Always follow the Cleaning and Maintenance instructions in the 
Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ User Manual. No other servicing is required. 
If the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ has sustained any damage or needs repairs 
contact Kleva Customer Service.
 

NOTE Never submerge the Kleva Quick TimeFlavour Grill™ in water or any type 
of liquid. Only the Cooking plates are dishwasher safe and must be detached 
before washed in a dishwasher.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Disposal This marking indicates that the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™ 
cannot be disposed of with other household waste. Incorrect disposal could 
result in harm to people and the environment. To prevent potential harm from 
uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle the Kleva QuickTime Flavour Grill™.

CAUTION
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Cooking Tips

Homemade Pizza

Grilled Broccolini, Halloumi & Sweet Potato 

Chicken Pot Pie

Chicken Breast 

Berry Cobbler

Bacon Mac & Cheese

Flat Top/deep Dish Approx. 10 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 30 Minutes

Flat Top Or Deep Dish Approx. 10 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 50 Minutes

Butterfly Approx. 10 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 10 Minutes

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME
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Cooking Tips

Vegetarian Chilli

Vegetable Medley 

Teriyaki Glazed Salmon

Steak

Pork Chops with Onions & Mushrooms

Omelette

Deep Dish Approx. 3-5 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 6-8 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 3-6 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 7 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 15 Minutes

Deep Dish Approx. 45 Minutes

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME

GRILL POSITION TIME
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www.klevarange.com.au
02 9387 4100
enquiries@klevarange.com.au
Suite 301 / 209 Oxford St 
Bondi Junction NSW 2022 Australia Kleva ® is a registered trademark 

of Take Two Marketing and Events Pty Ltd. 

BEWARE OF HOT GRILL. ALWAYS KEEP CHILDREN AWAY FROM HEATED GRILL. 
THE HANDLES AND KNOBS OF YOUR COOKING IMPLEMENT
COULD BECOME HOT.  EVEN STAY-COOL HANDLES CAN GET HOT. 
ALWAYS TREAT A GRILL AS THOUGH IT’S HOT.




